
A water purifier that is safer, easier, cleaner and prettier.



One Filter System

W Water purifier (Core) implemented the one filter system by integrating

the three/four stage filters of existing water purifiers into a single filter.

W Water Purifier‘s unique one-filter system passed 81 water purification item tests,

and boasts a water purification performance that removes 99.9% of rust, residue,

general bacteria, super bacteria and norovirus. 



Hygienic full stainless
direct type purifier

Bodyfriend W Water Purifier is a direct water purifier and 

provides water directly purified through a filter without a 

water tank. These direct water purifiers are free from the 

growth of bacteria in the tank and pollution material gen-

eration, common in tank-type water purifiers. The inner 

flow path where the water flows and faucet where purified 

water finally comes out are made of stainless steel resist

ant to contamination and corrosion to block contamina-

tion of the flow path. The cork exposed to the outside 

can be cleaned separately for hygienic management. 

User-friendly dial interface

W Water Purifier with LED panel display dial allows the 

user to have cold water, purified water and hot water 

through simple operation. And a user-friendly interface, 

such as controlling the sterilization function and the 

amount of water discharged with a touch on the front 

panel is implemented in a modern design.

Easy-self sterilization
with service visit

Steam sterilization is possible whenever the user wants

sterilization of the entire internal flow path, cork part and

summary sterilization of the internal flow path without

a customer service visit. 

Easy-replacable filter

An important focus for our customers in the product’s 

development was simplicity and privacy. We applied a 

one-touch filter replacement system that anyone can 

easily manage/replace filters without assistance from 

experts as a result. When the filter door is opened for 

filter replacement, the water flowing into the water 

purifier is automatically blocked and the filter is designed 

to complete the whole process by simply pulling it out 

and inserting it into a new filter.  



Technical 
Specifications
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Product Name

Length

Width

Height

Weight

W Brain Core

18 inch

6.2 inch

17 inch

23 lbs

Water Quantity

Temperature

Power Supply

Rated Current

Power Frequency

178gal(675L)

41~95°F(5~35°C)

AC 220V 

2,800W

60Hz

Instant Hot/
Cold Water

Easy self replacable
Filter System

Integrated One-filter
with Powerful Performance

Flow-Path Sterilization Eye-Catching
Retro Design

Removable Faucet Faucet Sterilization Easy-to-Control
Display Dial

For more information, please visit our VR studio at https://ces.bodyfriend.com/2021 

https://ces.bodyfriend.com/2021/

